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ABSTRACT: Few studies have been reported on the performance evaluation of automated fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) for finger-
mark-to-fingerprint comparisons. This paper aims to illustrate to fingerprint examiners the relevance of evaluating the AFIS performance under spe-
cific conditions by carrying out five types of performance tests. The conditions addressed are the number of minutiae assigned to a fingermark,
manual and automatic assignment of the minutiae, the finger region from which the fingermark originates, the degree of distortion in the fingermark,
and the difference in orientation between fingermarks and fingerprints. In these tests, the magnitude of the influence for each condition was quanti-
fied. The comparisons were performed using a research AFIS technology with simulated fingermarks. Simulated fingermarks provide a practical way
to create fingermarks for specific conditions in large quantities. The results showed that each condition influences the performance significantly,
emphasizing the relevance of developing, and applying performance tests for specific conditions.
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In the fingerprint identification field, automated fingerprint iden-
tification systems (AFIS) are used by law enforcement among oth-
ers to automatically search for candidate sources of crime scene
fingermarks in large fingerprint databases (1). Successfully finding
the source of a fingermark depends largely on the matching perfor-
mance of the technology. Therefore, in the procurement phase of
an AFIS, the system with a high matching performance is often
preferred.

The matching performance of these technologies can be evalu-
ated with different types of performance tests. These tests are lar-
gely used in benchmarking to compare the performance of
different AFIS technologies. Through the years, several studies
have been performed to develop tests to evaluate the matching per-
formance of AFIS technologies for fingerprint-to-fingerprint com-
parisons (1–5). However, for forensic applications, more
sophisticated performance tests should be developed to evaluate the
matching performance of AFIS technology for fingermark-to-finger-
print comparisons. Forensic fingermarks are fingermarks that are
found at a crime scene are very different from fingerprints as they
usually have a much lower quality, smaller area size, and more dis-
tortion resulting in a much larger variability among fingermarks
than among fingerprints (6).

Performance tests for fingermark-to-fingerprint comparisons can
be created for the general evaluation of an AFIS matching perfor-
mance or for the evaluation of the performance for specific

conditions. Until now, few studies have been published on the eval-
uation of the general matching performance for fingermark-to-fin-
gerprint comparisons and even less for specific conditions (1,7).
Evaluation of the matching performance for specific conditions is
relevant to the daily practice of fingerprint examiners. Fingerprint
examiners usually know that AFIS technologies are influenced by
certain conditions; however, they are often not informed about the
magnitude of this influence. Tests could be performed to inform
the fingerprint examiners on among others how much the AFIS
matching performance is influenced by the number of minutiae
assigned to the fingermark and by replacing the manual assignment
of minutiae with the automatic assignment.

In order to assess the matching performance accurately for fin-
germark-to-fingerprint comparisons, large numbers of fingermarks
and corresponding fingerprints are required. The large quantity of
fingermarks is needed to model the different aspects contributing to
the variability in fingermarks observed in forensic casework. Unfor-
tunately, forensic fingermarks are not publicly available in large
quantities for research purposes owing to among others privacy leg-
islations (8). The main fingermark–fingerprint database publicly
available for research purposes is the NIST Special Database 27
(9). This database consists of only 258 forensic fingermark images
with corresponding fingerprint images and their minutiae data.
Alternatively, fingermarks could be created in a laboratory setting.
This procedure is however very labor intensive, especially when
large quantities are required.

Several groups have studied different alternatives to collect large
sets of fingermarks. These groups have developed different method-
ologies to create large quantities of simulated fingermarks that can
be used as test samples in performance tests. These are further
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denoted in this paper as simulated fingermarks. One of the advanta-
ges of these methods is that research groups or institutes can create
their own test samples and therefore no privacy concerns apply.
Maltoni and Capelli described a method to create simulated finger-
marks by applying artificial displacement, rotation, distortion, skin
conditions, and noise to so-called master fingerprints (8,10). These
master fingerprints are created based on a statistical model of
fingerprints and therefore do not involve fingerprint data of specific
individuals. Bazen and Gerez created simulated fingermarks by
applying a statistical model describing distributions of elastic skin
deformations to fingerprints (11). Rodriguez et al. (12) described a
method to create simulated fingermarks by selecting local clusters
of minutiae with a specific number of minutiae from a complete
minutiae set of flat fingerprint images. These fingerprint images are
acquired by capturing a movie sequence while a finger is making
sequentially a set of movements resulting in a wide variety of elas-
tic skin deformations. For fingermark-to-fingerprint comparisons,
no studies have been reported until now in which simulated finger-
marks have been used for the performance evaluation of AFIS
technologies.

This paper aims to illustrate to fingerprint examiners the rele-
vance of evaluating the matching performance of AFIS technolo-
gies under specific conditions observed in casework. The relevance
is illustrated with five examples of tests that can be performed for
fingermark-to-fingerprint comparisons. Each test quantifies the
magnitude of the influence on the performance for a different con-
dition. The tests were performed using a research AFIS technology
and with a large set of simulated fingermarks under specific condi-
tions. Simulated fingermarks provide a practical way to create test
samples for specific conditions in large quantities.

The first test focuses on the influence of the number of minutiae
assigned to a fingermark. In this test, the performance of a second
research AFIS algorithm is also evaluated to illustrate the use of
this test in benchmarking. The second test focuses on the influence
of replacing the manual assignment of minutiae by the automatic
assignment of minutiae for both fingermarks and fingerprints. The
third test investigates the influence of the finger region from which
the fingermarks originates. The fourth test evaluates the perfor-
mance for fingermarks with different degrees of distortion. The
fifth test focuses on the influence of the orientation of the finger-
marks. The performances are expressed using analysis methods that
are commonly applied in the technology evaluation of AFIS sys-
tems. The first test is illustrated using a detection error trade-off
(DET) curve analysis with equal error rates (EERs) (13,14), to fur-
ther illustrate the use in benchmarking. The other four tests are
illustrated using a cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curve
analysis (15) to illustrate the use in scenario evaluation. Both meth-
ods are commonly used in performance testing.

To achieve an accurate evaluation of the performance for foren-
sic application, the simulated fingermarks created for these tests are
required to model realistically the aspects contributing to the vari-
ability in forensic fingermarks that are relevant for the AFIS algo-
rithms. For this study, the method described by Rodriguez et al.
(12) was used to create the simulated fingermarks. This method
takes into account several aspects contributing to the variability in
fingermarks such as the number of minutiae, the finger region and
distortions in ridge flow, and details resulting from elastic skin
deformation. Rodriguez et al. (12) compared the similarity scores
obtained from comparisons between fingerprints and fingermarks
from the same and different sources for both simulated and forensic
fingermarks. The study showed that the score distributions for both
types of fingermarks were very similar, thereby suggesting that the
simulated fingermarks created with this method are good substitutes

for forensic fingermarks and can be used to test the performance of
AFIS algorithms. For the methods described by Maltoni, Capelli,
and Bazen, studies have not yet been reported on the similarity
between the simulated fingermarks and forensic fingermarks.

Test 1: Fingermarks with Different Numbers of Minutiae

Forensic fingermarks are observed with a wide range of number
of minutiae. In the forensic fingerprint field, fingerprint examiners
usually assign minutiae observed on the mark manually. These
minutiae sets are then used to perform database searches using an
AFIS system to search for potential source candidates of the ques-
tioned fingermark. These candidates are presented in a list of a pre-
determined size. The probability to find the source is influenced by
among others the distinctiveness of the minutiae sets. Fingermarks
with a low number of minutiae are less distinctive than fingermarks
with a high number of minutiae. Therefore, the matching perfor-
mance is expected to be influenced by the number of minutiae
observed in fingermarks. In this test, the matching performance is
evaluated as a function of the number of minutiae assigned to a
fingermark.

Both a fingermark and a fingerprint data set were prepared. The
fingermark data set consisted of 11 sets of simulated fingermarks
with 5–15 minutiae. Each set consisted of fingermarks with a spe-
cific number of minutiae; the first set consisted of fingermarks with
five minutiae and the last set consisted of fingermarks with 15
minutiae. This is the average range of minutiae observed in forensic
casework. Each set consisted of c. 25,000 simulated minutiae clus-
ters. These clusters were created from movies of six fingers from
separate donors as described in Rodriguez et al. (12). The common
general patterns, different distortions, and finger regions were repre-
sented in the data set. From the six movies, 865 still images were
extracted. The minutiae clusters were created using the multiple
marks approach from the complete manually assigned minutiae sets
on the still images (12). The fingerprint data set consisted of the
images and the manually assigned minutiae configurations for six
rolled fingerprints images from the six fingers in the fingermark data
set.

Two research AFIS algorithms, hereafter called research algo-
rithms 1 and 2, were used in this test for the comparison between
fingermarks and fingerprints. Research algorithm 1 is optimized for
fingermark-to-fingerprint comparisons and research algorithm 2 is
optimized for fingerprint-to-fingerprint comparisons. The perfor-
mances of these algorithms were compared to illustrate the differ-
ence in performance between AFIS technologies optimized for
different types of comparisons.

The matching performance was determined by measuring the
ability of the AFIS to discriminate between true (same source) and
false (different source) comparisons of fingermarks with finger-
prints. In each of the 11 simulated fingermark sets, the fingermarks
were compared first to the corresponding fingerprints (true source
comparisons). The scores resulting from these comparisons were
plotted in distributions called true score distributions. Next, the fin-
germarks were compared to the noncorresponding fingerprints
(false source comparisons). The scores resulting from these compar-
isons were plotted in distributions called false score distributions.
From these distributions, DET curves were created where the false
acceptance rate is plotted against the false rejection rate as a func-
tion of the score threshold. The performance metric used in this test
was the EER. The equal error is the point on the DET curve where
the false acceptance rate and the false rejection rate are equal.

Figure 1 shows three DET curves for research algorithms 1 and 2
for the comparison of fingermarks with 7, 10, and 13 minutiae to
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fingerprints. Figure 2 shows a plot with the EERs for research algo-
rithms 1 and 2 observed for the 11 sets of fingermarks with 5–15
minutiae. Both figures show that the performance varies for finger-
marks with different numbers of minutiae; the performance
decreases sharply with a decrease in the number of minutiae. For
research algorithm 2, the EERs could not be determined for finger-
marks with 5–7 minutiae as a large number of early out scores were
observed for these fingermarks. Early out scores are scores obtained
for pairs of fingermarks and fingerprints that have a lower degree of
similarity than a predefined threshold and are discarded in the com-
plete matching procedure. The performance for research algorithm 2
is much lower than for research algorithm 1. This result suggests
that for forensic fingermarks, AFIS technologies optimized for
fingermark–fingerprint comparisons show a significant better perfor-
mance than those optimized for fingerprint–fingerprint comparisons.
Similar tests can be performed by applying another performance
metric than the EER. Another option is to perform a scenario evalu-
ation with a metric based on the CMC analysis.

Test 2: Manual and Automatic Assignment of Minutiae for

Fingermarks and Fingerprints

In recent years, a new approach has been developed to perform
data base searches with a minimum amount of effort (1). In this
approach, the initial search is performed by automatic assignment

of minutiae with a feature extraction algorithm. This approach is
based on replacing the manual assignment of minutiae by the auto-
matic assignment of minutiae for fingermarks using an AFIS fea-
ture extraction algorithm. A similar approach can also be applied
for the minutiae assignment of fingerprints. This test provides a
way to compare the performance of manual and automatic minutiae
assignment for both fingermarks and fingerprints. This test consists
of two subtests. In test 2a, the performance is compared for manu-
ally and automatically assigned minutiae on fingermarks. In test 2b,
the performance is compared for manually and automatically
assigned minutiae on fingerprints in the fingerprint database. With
this test, fingerprint examiners can weigh the loss in performance
against the increase of the searching efficiency when fingermarks
or fingerprints are assigned automatically.

In test 2a, the fingermark data set consisted of two sets of 865
simulated fingermarks, fingermarks with manually and fingermarks
with automatically assigned minutiae. The first set consisted of
minutiae clusters of 12 minutiae. The minutiae clusters were created
using the single marks approach from the complete manually
assigned minutiae sets on the still images (12). The single marks
approach was chosen in the current test, because performing a CMC
analysis with large sets of marks created with the multiple marks
approach would simply take too much processing time. The second
set consisted of fingermark images with forensic backgrounds. Each
fingermark image was created based on the minutiae clusters in the
first set following the method described by Rodriguez et al. (12).
Figure 3 shows an example of a simulated fingermark. The forensic
background is an image of the surface where the fingermark was
placed on and contains typically the residue of the development
technique and patterns of the surface such as text. The forensic back-
grounds were obtained from six forensic fingermark images in the
NIST SD27 database by removing the fingermark on the image
using a clone tool. The forensic backgrounds were randomly added
to the images in the first fingermark data set to create fingermark
images with a forensic background. Subsequently, the minutiae on
the fingermark images were assigned automatically using the feature
extraction AFIS algorithm. The fingerprint data set consisted of the
manually assigned minutiae configurations from 1,000,006 rolled
fingerprints. Six fingerprint images were from the six fingers in the
fingermark data set and 1,000,000 fingerprints were from the Dutch
criminal fingerprint database.

The performance was determined by measuring the ability of the
AFIS system to return the true source (fingerprint) of the ques-
tioned fingermark in a candidate list of specific size. In this test,
the comparisons between fingermarks and fingerprints were per-
formed using research AFIS algorithm 1. The fingermarks were

FIG. 1—Detection error trade-off curves for fingermarks with 7, 10, and 13 minutiae for (a) research algorithm 1 and (b) research algorithm 2.

FIG. 2—Equal error rates for fingermarks with 5–15 minutiae for
research algorithms 1 and 2.
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compared to their corresponding fingerprints and to the 1,000,000
rolled fingerprints. From the resulting scores, CMC curves were
created where the probability of returning the true source was plot-
ted against the size of the candidates list.

Figure 4a shows two CMC curves expressing the performance
for both fingermarks with manually and automatically assigned
minutiae. The performance for fingermarks with manually assigned
minutiae is significantly better than for fingermarks with automati-
cally assigned minutiae. This finding can be a result of the rela-
tively large numbers of falsely assigned and ⁄or missed minutiae on
the fingermark images. Ideally, the algorithm should assign 12
minutiae on each fingermark. Figure 5 shows the distribution for
the actual number of minutiae automatically assigned on the finger-
mark images. The width of the distribution for the number of
minutiae assigned is very large and very few marks with exactly
12 minutiae were observed. Many minutiae were either falsely
assigned or missed owing to the forensic background present in the
image. A more sophisticated evaluation of the performance can be
achieved by creating more variation in the simulated fingermark
images. For example, in this study, the ridge details of the simu-
lated fingermarks have a constant quality throughout the entire
image. Simulated fingermark images can be created whereby the
quality in ridge details varies throughout the image. Simulated

fingermarks with an even more ‘‘forensic’’ look can be created by
including the appearance associated with certain detection tech-
niques and smudges (8).

In test 2b, the fingermark data set consisted of the 865 manually
assigned minutiae clusters of 12 minutiae in test 2a. The fingerprint
data set consisted of the manually and automatically assigned
minutiae configurations from 1,000,006 rolled fingerprints. Six fin-
gerprint images were from the six fingers in the fingermark data
set and 1,000,000 fingerprints were from the Dutch criminal finger-
print data base.

The fingermarks were compared to their corresponding finger-
prints and to the 1,000,000 rolled fingerprints. From the resulting
scores, CMC curves were created where the probability of returning
the true source was plotted against the size of the candidates list.

Figure 4b shows two CMC curves expressing the performance
for both sets of fingerprints with manually and automatically
assigned minutiae. These results show that the performances for
comparisons between fingermarks and fingerprints with manually
and automatic assigned minutiae are approximately the same.

Test 3: Fingermarks Originating from Different Finger

Regions

Fingermarks originate from different regions of the finger. In
general, a well-trained fingerprint examiner should be able to

FIG. 3—Example of a simulated fingermark image with a forensic
background.

FIG. 4—CMC curves for fingermarks (a) and fingerprints (b) with manually and automatically assigned minutiae.

FIG. 5—Distribution of the number of assigned minutiae for fingermarks
with the feature extraction algorithm.
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determine from which finger region a mark originates. Yet, finger-
print examiners are usually not informed on how much the perfor-
mance is influenced by the selection of the finger region in the
minutiae assigned for database searching. There may be two rea-
sons why the matching performance may depend on the finger
region. First, the ridge flow varies in different finger regions, for
example, in the top area of a finger, the ridge flow can be rather
parallel, and in the delta area, the ridge flow is multidirectional.
Second, certain minutiae configurations might be related to their
location in a general pattern and may therefore occur more often
than other configurations, the so-called pattern-related minutiae.
This test aims to evaluate the effect of fingermarks originating from
specific regions in the finger on the matching performance. To
evaluate the performance in this study, a simple region classifica-
tion was made to compare the performance for two different
regions: the top half and the bottom half of the finger tip (Fig. 6).
The regions were defined by the core position. Simulated finger-
marks were created for this test originating from these two regions.

The fingermark data set consisted of two sets of simulated finger-
marks based on minutiae clusters of eight minutiae. The minutiae
clusters were created from the minutiae sets assigned manually on
six plain fingerprint images. The plain fingerprint images were cap-
tured using a livescan device by placing the finger flat on the live-
scan sensor. The first set of fingermarks consisted of 63 minutiae
clusters originating from the region above the core in the fingerprint,
this region is called the top region. The minutiae clusters were cre-
ated from the minutiae in the top region of the fingerprint minutiae
sets using the multiple marks approach. The second set of finger-
marks consisted of 165 minutiae clusters originating from the region
below the core in the fingerprint, this region is called the bottom
region. The minutiae clusters were created from the minutiae in the
bottom region of the fingerprint minutiae sets using the multiple
marks approach. The size of the data sets differs, because less minu-
tiae were observed in the top region than in the bottom region. The
fingerprint data set consisted of the manually assigned minutiae con-
figurations from 1,000,006 rolled fingerprints. Six fingerprint images
were from the six fingers in the fingermark data set, and 1,000,000
fingerprints were from the Dutch criminal fingerprint database.

The fingermarks were compared to their corresponding finger-
prints and to the 1,000,000 rolled fingerprints. The matching perfor-
mance was determined for each set of fingermarks from the
resulting scores by measuring the rank of each fingermark in a cer-
tain candidate list size.

Figure 7 shows two CMC curves for the fingermarks originating
from the top and bottom area. A higher performance was observed
for fingermarks originating from the top than from the bottom area
of the finger. This finding indicates that it would be valuable to
develop tests with sets of fingermarks that originate from the
regions that are thought to be relevant by fingerprint examiners,
such as the core, delta, ulnar, and the radial region. Such tests may
help to inform the fingerprint examiners whether to select minutiae
from certain regions on a fingermark for the searching in a finger-
print database.

Test 4: Fingermarks with Different Degrees of Distortion

The skin deforms each time it makes contact with a surface
owing to elasticity of the skin. These deformations are called elastic
skin deformations. Nonlinear distortions are observed in the ridge
flow of fingermarks resulting from these elastic skin deformations.
Because of this distortion, the minutiae configuration in a finger-
mark is distorted compared to the minutiae configuration in the
corresponding fingerprint. The type and the degree of the distortion
depend on the direction in which the finger is pressed or displaced
and the amount of force applied during contact with the surface
(16). Fingerprint examiners are presented with fingermarks for
which the degree of distortion cannot always be determined. The
matching performance for fingermarks having large distortions in
their ridge details is expected to be lower than for fingermarks with
less distortion. This test aims to evaluate the effect of the degree of
distortion in fingermarks on the matching performance. In this test,
the performance obtained for fingermarks with a minimal amount
of distortion is compared to the performance obtained for finger-
marks with different degrees of more substantial distortions.

The fingermark data set consisted of two sets of simulated fin-
germarks based on minutiae clusters of eight minutiae. The first set
consisted of 254 minutiae clusters with a minimal amount of distor-
tion. The minutiae clusters were created from the minutiae sets
assigned manually on six plain fingerprint images using the multi-
ple marks approach described in (12). The plain fingerprint images
were captured by placing the finger flat on the livescan sensor.
These fingerprints are expected to have a relative small variability
in distortions. The second set consisted of 867 minutiae clusters
with different degrees of variability in distortions. The minutiae

FIG. 6—Plain fingerprint image showing two different regions: the top
and bottom region.

FIG. 7—CMC curves for fingermarks originating from different finger
regions.
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clusters were created from the minutiae sets assigned manually on
the still images extracted from the six movies in test 1 using the
single mark approach. In the movies, each finger started in the
same flat position as in the first set. Subsequently, the fingers
moved in several directions to gradually increase the extent of the
distortion with respect to a flat scan (12). The fingerprint data set
consisted of the manually assigned minutiae configurations from
1,000,006 rolled fingerprints. Six fingerprint images were from the
six fingers in the fingermark data set, and 1,000,000 fingerprints
were from the Dutch criminal fingerprint database.

The fingermarks were compared to their corresponding finger-
prints and to the 1,000,000 rolled fingerprints. The matching perfor-
mance was determined for each set of fingermarks from the
resulting scores by measuring the rank of each fingermark in a cer-
tain candidate list size.

Figure 8 shows the CMC curves for both sets of fingermarks.
The performance observed for the fingermarks with minimal distor-
tion is higher than for the fingermarks with substantial distortion
and therefore suggests that the matching performance is sensitive to
the degree of the distortion. Besides the degree of distortion, sensi-
tivity to the type of distortions may also play a role. For developers
of AFIS technology, it is interesting to test their technology with
sets of fingermarks with specific types of distortion. With the
method developed by Rodriguez et al. (12), it is possible to capture
specific types of distortion owing to elastic skin deformation.

Test 5: Fingermarks with Different Orientations

In order to determine whether there is much similarity between a
fingermark and a fingerprint, a matching algorithm has to deter-
mine both the optimal location and orientation of the minutiae fea-
tures on the fingermark with respect to the minutiae features on the
fingerprint. It is generally known that the AFIS matching perfor-
mance can be sensitive to the difference in orientation between
fingermarks and their corresponding fingerprints. Fingerprint exam-
iners are required to estimate and correct the orientation of the
questioned fingermark before database searching is performed. The
orientation of the fingermark can usually be determined by among
others the ridge flow and if present the core and or delta (general
pattern). For cases in which fingerprint examiners cannot or only
roughly determine the orientation of the fingermark, they would

like to know whether this diminishes the chance to find the source
in a candidate list. If this is the case, the examiner could perform
multiple searches by changing each time the orientation of the fin-
germark. This test provides a way to determine the influence of dif-
ferences in orientation between a fingermark and the corresponding
fingerprint on the matching performance. The results of this test
are relevant for cases in which the orientation of a fingermark can-
not be determined exactly. The performance is evaluated for finger-
marks in which the orientation differs 0, 15, 45, and 90 degrees
compared to the corresponding fingerprints.

The fingermark data set consisted of four sets of simulated finger-
marks with different angles of orientation compared to their corre-
sponding fingerprints. Each set consisted of 867 simulated minutiae
clusters of eight minutiae. These minutiae clusters were created
from the minutiae sets assigned on the still images that were
extracted from the six movies in test 1 using the single mark
approach. To create the simulated minutiae clusters with specific
orientations, image registration (12) was applied to align the still
images and their minutiae sets to the corresponding fingerprint
images. After image registration, minutiae clusters of eight minutiae
were selected from the complete minutiae set. These minutiae clus-
ters constitute the first set of fingermarks with the same orientation
as the corresponding fingerprints, denoted as orientation angle of 0
degrees. The remaining sets of fingermarks were created by rotating
these minutiae clusters with 15, 45, and 90 degrees. The fingerprint
data set consisted of the manually assigned minutiae configurations
from 1,000,006 rolled fingerprints. Six fingerprint images were from
the six fingers in the fingermark data set, and 1,000,000 fingerprints
were from the Dutch criminal fingerprint database.

The fingermarks were compared to their corresponding finger-
prints and to the 1,000,000 rolled fingerprints. The matching perfor-
mance was determined for each set of fingermarks from the
resulting scores by measuring the rank of each fingermark in a cer-
tain candidate list size.

Figure 9 shows four CMC curves, each for a different orientation
of the fingermarks. The curves show that a small difference in ori-
entation between the fingerprint and the fingermarks may already
lead to a significant decrease in performance. For fingermarks
rotated with 45 degrees, the performance is about 50% less than
for fingermarks that were rotated 0–15 degrees. For fingermarks
rotated with 90 degrees, no true sources were observed in the

FIG. 8—CMC curves for fingermarks with different degrees of distortion.
FIG. 9—CMC curves for fingermarks with increasing differences in orien-

tation with respect to the fingerprints.
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candidate list. For a more continuous evaluation of the perfor-
mance, the orientations can be increased with smaller intervals.

Discussion

This paper illustrates to fingerprint examiners the relevance of
evaluating the performance of AFIS technologies under specific
conditions by carrying out five different types of performance tests.
The results showed that differences in the performances for each
condition were rather significant, emphasizing the relevance of
developing and applying performance tests for specific conditions.
The tests were based on large numbers of simulated fingermarks
created from six fingers. In order to improve the reliability of the
performance measurements, fingermarks should be created for a
larger population of fingers.

For future studies on performance testing, it would be good to
have a larger involvement of fingerprint examiners in the creation
of the tests. Fingerprint examiners should consider what kind of
tests are relevant to their daily practice as such tests can give them
a good sense of what the opportunities and limits are to the system
used at their institutions. Such specific tests can be applied in dif-
ferent settings. For example, they can be incorporated in general
benchmark tests to make a more detailed comparison of the perfor-
mance of different AFIS technologies. Another setting would be to
use these tests to make an accurate evaluation of the actual perfor-
mance of an already acquired AFIS technology; the performance
can be determined for the actual operational conditions and data.
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